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BASELINE SURVEY AND NEEDS ASSESSMENT FOR A NON
FORMAL EDUCATION SCHOOL IN FIVE UNION COUNCILS OF

MULTAN

Background

Education is an essential factor in the socio-economic and moral development of the society.
Pakistan’s school education system has suffered because of quality issues due to a variety of
factors. The focus in the last two decades has been on access and as a result, quality has
suffered. Paucity of resources has played its part in preventing quality measures to be fully
implemented. Lack of effective monitoring has also affected school performance in the
country. Community engagement is another aspect that has not been effectively harnessed in
school improvement. With the coming of new Education Policy 2009, it is expected that these
issues will be tackled in a coordinated and integrated manner.

In Pakistan there are regional and gender gaps in access to education. ROSHNI welfare
organization awarded sixteen months project “provision of access to education through
community schools” in District Multan with collaboration of USAID. The project aimed to
establish fifteen non formals schools in five union councils for access to education in the
areas which have no education facilities and provide education to the 600 children.

The overall objectives as:
 Establish non formal schools in those area which have no facilities of education
 To increase enrolments.
 To reduce disparities between urban, peri-urban and rural areas.
 To achieve gender and socio-economic equity in access to, continuation and
 Performance in education.
 To enhance actual learning acquisition.
 To ensure Education is the right of every child.
 Contribute in achieving SDGs.

METHODOLOGY
This Chapter discusses the procedures utilized in collecting data. The Baseline Survey and
Needs Assessment exercise utilized several data collection procedures using both quantitative
and qualitative methods. The Chapter outlines the objectives of the Baseline Survey, Terms
of Reference, Instruments used in the study, data collection procedures and the area of study.

Objectives:
The objective of the Baseline Survey and Needs assessment was to provide quantitative and
qualitative information on the economic, social and educational status of the population of
community.

Terms of Reference:
The Baseline Survey and Needs Assessment was mandated to collect data on some of the

following indicators:
 Desegregated population data (male/female)
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 Household data
 Religion
 Cast
 Number of individuals per household
 Number of children in school
 Number of children not in school
 What are the barriers to access of education?
 Number of schools (Government and Private) in the area
 Distance of the household from the nearest school
 Income per household
 Main economic occupation
 Perceived cost of educating of children
 What are the suggestions for the development of the area?

Data collection procedure
In primary data collection, the team applied both quantitative as well as qualitative
techniques. For the purpose of quantitative information, basic information of the area tool
was developed. Whereas, for the collection of the qualitative information, 600 interviews in
15 villages of 5 union councils where educational facilities were not available were
conducted with the households. Household selection criteria was selected 1 household out of
3 households

Area of Study.

Union Council Name Basti Name

Lutfabad Faizabad

Islampura

Nizamabad

Nawab pur Balochan

Thirajan

Sialkot

Saleh Mahay Aroka

Aoliya Nawab

Faqeeran wala

Bhinda Sandhila Baqirabad

Pati Kalro

Binda Molana

Qasim Bela Hamrot

Camp

Muhammad Pur Ghota

.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

The section presents major findings of the Baseline Survey. The first part discusses the
general findings using quantity data.
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In targeted UCs there are approximately 100 to 150 households in each village.

Population of households interviewed.

Total 600 houses hold interviewed. Population of 600 houses are 3378.

Total Number of Male and Female:

Number of Educated and uneducated Male, Educated and uneducated Female
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Number of schools going and out of school children

Access to education through Government and private schools
There is only 1 Government schools in UC Bhind shandhila but its distance almost 4 to 5 kms
from selected villages and access to education for children is very difficult specialy for girls
because due to cultural restrictions they are not going to school.
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Distance from house to schools:
Union Council Name Village Name School distance from households in KMs

Lutfabad Faizabad 5

Islampura 7

Nizamabad 6

Nawab pur Balochan 4

Thirajan 8

Sialkot 6

Saleh Mahay Aroka 4

Aoliya Nawab 4

Faqeeran wala 3

Bhinda Sandhila Baqirabad 4

Pati Kalro 4

Binda Molana 7

Qasim Bela Hamrot 7

Camp 5

Muhammad Pur Ghota 3

Source of Income:
Source of income Household Percentage

Labour 78%

Farming 15%

Private Job 2%

Shopkeeper 3%

Teacher 2%

Monthly Income:
Montly Income Household percentage

5000-7000 78%

7001-10000 21%

10001-12000 01%

Educational Expenses:
Educational Expenses Household Percentage
0 53%

100-200 15%

201-400 10%

401-600 11%

601-800 3%

801-1000 7%

1001-1200 1%
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Overview
This section presents conclusions that can be made from the Baseline Survey and Needs
Assessment and recommendations that will guide the establishment of community schools in
the Pakistan constituency.

Conclusions
1. From interviews conducted with members of the community, teachers in Basic

Schools in Pakistan constituencies’ one can conclude that poverty is one of the major
obstacles to the provision of basic education in the community. Parents seem unable
to pay the user fees charged by regular schools as the majority of them are retired,
retrenched, unemployed or widowed. There is need to establish a community school
where uniforms will not be a requirement. It can be concluded therefore that more
children or parents will opt to send their children to a community school where cost
sharing measures are flexible.

2. Although in some areas schools are within easy reach there are still some households
far from schools hence the need to establish education provision near the community.
The concept of Community Schools should be encouraged as not all school-age
children are captured by the regular schools. Some are unable to go to school because
of the cost-sharing policy that was put in place. Community Schools require a lot of
participation from members of the community. The community school should be
established in an area where schools are far from the community with the
participation of the community from the very start. There already exists a high level
of community participation in the constituency as can be seen by the number of Home
Based Care Organizations operating in the community. Such a community would
readily participate in a community programme when called upon.
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PROJECT LAUNCHING CEREMONY

Background of the Launching Ceremony:

Roshni Welfare Organization is a implementation partner of USAID-SGAFP. RWO signed
an agreement with USAID-SGAFP for the project “Provision of Access to Education
Through Community Schools in 5 Union councils of Bosan Town Multan”. Prior to starting
of project activities a project launching ceremony was arranged. Religious leaders,
community folks, Local NGOs, government departments and other honorable guests from
different departments participated in this ceremony.

Objectives

 To introduce project and scope of work included in our project to all projects
stakeholders.

 To Demonstrate the key activities to Project beneficiaries.
 To Involve the community folks of targeted UCs.
 To create a linkage with Government and non-government departments.
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Participant’s analysis

Total number of Participants = 53

Position / Profession wise division

District Government 06

Social Sector 05

Journalists 02

Project Staff 15

Community Folks 14

Board of Directors 10

Proceedings

The proceeding starts with the recitation of the Holy Quran and Naat.

Mr.Zahid Zahoor, Executive Director Roshni Welfare Organization (RWO) gave brief
introduction of the previous work done by the organization. He said we are focused to our
mission of improving life standards of the marginalized communities in our society, and in
this context we are interested in improvement of the Education sector, as country
development basis on education, and our country litrecy rate is only 58% which is very low
as compare to other developed countries. In district Multan we selected 5 UCs where no
education facilities other than union councils .

After that Mr. Haseeb Iqbal, Project Coordinator “Provision of Access to Education Through
Community Schools in Bosan town Multan” gave description of the project to the
participants, focusing the targets he said that the establishment of 15 Non formal schools in 5
targeted Union Councils will be a revolutionary step in the progress of the Education sector
in District Multan, he also said without improving educational conditions of neglected
communities our country cannot be flourished. He told the participants that in this project
Capacity building of the Village Education Committee training programs will be done, and
the VEC members will be able to get importance of education in their respective villages and
well known about their responsibilities regarding committee member. He told that in project
we hired 15 schools teachers with the consent and approval of VECs and trained them on
modern education concepts. our targeted children are 600 in which 300 boys and 300 girls.

Then the guests belong to Government and Public sector gave their views about the project.
DDO Social Welfare Ahmed Chisti said that “Roshni Welfare Organization always played a
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vital role in education sector and now organization took step for establish 15 non formal
schools where children have no access of education which is very beneficial for development
of country and USAID took revolutionary steps for the education sustainability in Pakistan.
Mrs.Fozia Yasir associate professor and representative from education department said that
“Roshni welfare Organization always play a role for improvement in educational sector
which is very good for the development of neglected communities now RWO took step for
improvement of educational condition which is very beneficial for betterment of respective
communities. Rukhsana Sheikh representative of Health department said that “Roshni
welfare Organization took very good step for the betterment of children’s education and if
organization need any type of help from health department we will always provide assistance.
Ms. Amna Hashmi founder of NIMS college said that “ I know about Roshni Welfare
organization working and glad to know that now organization took step for improving
educational condition of 5 UCs where educational facilities are not available even no
government and private school available she appreciated the working of organization and said
that hope Roshni will expand their working area and expand Roshni of Education where no
facilities of schools.

In the end executive director said the words of thanks to the participants.

Results

 The project beneficiaries were informed by the key activities, so that they understand
their role in the project and what kind of benefits they could have by the project.

 District Government and general Public were briefly introduced by the project as their
participation will be helpful to take full benefits of the Project.
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STAFF ORIENTATION
Orientation Project Staff of Roshni Welfare Organization
Orientation is a process that allows employees to become familiar with the organization and
project activities and understand what their contribution means to the overall mission. Giving
employees the information they need at the right time will allow them to connect with the
activities, culture, values, and resources of an organization and project. An orientation
program will allow employees to access information in different ways at their own pace.
Orientation is essential to the success of the new employee. Orientation is the formal
introduction of a new employee to the organization and to the job. It should foster high
employee morale and support the organization’s objectives. The basic aim of the project is
the “provision of access of education through community schools “and Roshni organization is
determined to fulfill these goals with energetic and enthusiastic team.

Roshni core team:
 Zahid zahoor (Executive director )
 HR department

Project staff members:

 Project coordinator
 Admin and finance officer.
 Monitoring and evaluation officer.
 Procurement officer.
 Education promoters.
 Education specialists.

Methodology
The purpose of the project is to impact basic education to the children through establishing
fifteen non-formal community schools with the help of village education committee in the
five targeted union councils of Bosan town;

 Qasim Bela(127),
 Binda Sandeela(59),
 Saleh Mahey(60),
 Buch khusroabad(61),
 Lutffabad(63)

Establish three schools in each union council.

In these schools there are total 600 no of students out of which 300 students are male and 300
students are female. Roshni welfare organization will provide all the books, furniture and
bags to the school funded by the USAID and sustain these schools with the support of VECs
at the completion of the project. Finally these schools are planned to get registered from
Education Department. To ensure the sustainability of schools, these are further affiliated
with Punjab Education Foundation.
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Project activities:

 Conducting of project opening ceremony.
 Conduct baseline survey.
 Conduct meeting with community folks for VECs formation.
 Formation of fifteen VECs in five union councils representing each of Roshni

schools.
 Training of VECs members for three days.
 Teacher’s identification.
 Teacher’s selection.
 Development of modules for teachers training.
 Teachers training for seven days.
 Establish fifteen NFE schools.
 Banners for NFE schools, training, courses and events.
 15 community Walks for education in five union councils for enrollment.
 Arrangement of conducting fifteen interactive theatres for enrollment.
 Media events and publicity for enrollment.
 FM radio campaign for enrollment.
 Monitoring community schools.
 Documentary video.
 End line survey.
 Closing ceremony.

Proceeding:
Mr.zahid zahoor executive director of Roshni welfare organization well come to all the staff
members and introduced himself and asked all the team members of project staff to introduce
themselves.
Mr.Zahid Zahoor briefly discussed about the mission, vision, culture and values of the
organization and detailed discussed about the all activities which are going to implement in
the project with project staff.
The orientation team charged to deliver:

 Best Practice of implementation of project activities.
 Permanent Operating Plan.
 Cost/Benefit Analysis.
 Process monitoring and evaluation plan.
 In order to identify critical components for an effective and successful project

implementation plan.
 Discuss how the employee’s position fits into the project implementation.
 The team used the following methodologies.
 Detailed work plan till project ending was discussed with all project staff members.
 The project team will meet weekly plan and strategize its activities.
 Throughout the project, project coordinator and monitoring officer will meet

periodically with the Performance and capacity building of team members and attend
several meetings and assist with program development.
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 Implementation method for the best outcomes of project activities discussed with the
staff members.

 Each activity will be verified from the means of verification given by the USAID.
 Project coordinator will look after over all activities of project implementation.
 Monitoring & evaluation officer will be monitor all going activities and report to the

project coordinator and executive director.
 Admin and finance will look after overall financial matters of project.
 Education promoter will be responsible for overall field activities.
 Educational specialists will work for the teacher’s capacity building.

Conclusion:
The project team believes that the orientation program recommendations will allow the
employees effectively working. Project orientation has a positive impact on employee
retention when employees experience a welcoming environment and feel valued by the
organization. As employees become more resourceful and knowledgeable about the
organization, their productivity increases.

Pictorial view of project orientation:
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VILLAGE EDUCATION COMMITTEE FORMATION

Village education committee identification.
Proper methodology was followed for the identification and selection of VEC members.

Selection of Villages:
Worst affected villages and of worst affected were selected only from approved union councils by
USAID-SGAFP. Village survey Form was used to measure the level of education in each village of
the UCs. Five targeted union councils Details were given below;

UC Name Village Name 1 Village Name 2 Village Name 3
Lutfabad Basti Nizamabad Basti Faizabad Basti Islam Pra
Nawab Pur Basti Balouchan Basti Thiraja Basti Sialkoat
Binda Sandila Basti Binda Molana Basti Baqrabad Basti Patti Kalro
Qasim Bella Basti Hamrot Basti Camp Basti Muhammad

Pur Ghotta
Salah Mahay Basti Oliya Nawab Basti Aroka Basti Faqeer Wali

Formation of Village Education Committees
After identification and selection of villages through baseline survey social mobilization process

started. Village committee formation process was initiated on 24 Nov, 2015. A team comprising of
two members forms village committees for support in village education committee members
identification before assessment. Education promoters gave introduction of donor, implementing
agency and project activities along with their roles and responsibilities. Composition of Village
education committee and purpose is given below:

Village Education Committee Formation Criteria
Some important points were kept in mind, while formation of village committee in each village;
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 Village Committee members were resident of that particular village.
 It includes school teacher, imam masjid, retired army person, one minority representation and

one widow.
 There was no political representation involvement in village committee.
 Public places i.e. mostly Masjids were chose for meeting place and formation of village

committees to maintain transparency.
Purpose of Village Committee:
To identify the appropriate premises for community school in their respective village
To identify the teacher.

To take part in all activities (Door to Door, Walks, Theters,) regarding school enrollment.
To meet with the parents for dropout children.
To make survey and school opening process transparent
All members of the VECs performed voluntarily
To mobilize people of their village for enroll their children in ROSHNI Community Schools.

How can community participation/VEC improve education?

Community participation can contribute to education delivery through various channels.

The following is a list of ways through which communities can contribute to the education delivery

• advocating enrollment and education benefits;
• boosting morale of school staff;
• raising money for schools;
• ensuring students’ regular attendance and completion;
• constructing, repairing, and improving school facilities;
• contributing in labor, materials, land, and funds;
• recruiting and supporting teachers;
• making decisions about school locations and schedules;
• monitoring and following up on teacher attendance and performance;
• forming village education committees to manage schools;
• actively attending school meetings to learn about children’s learning progress and classroom

behavior;
• providing skill instruction and local culture information;
• helping children with studying;
• garnering more resources from and solving problems through the education bureaucracy;
• advocating and promoting girls’ education;
• providing security for teachers by preparing adequate housing for them;
• scheduling school calendars;
• handling the budget to operate schools;
• identifying factors contributing to educational problems (low enrollment, and high repetition and

dropout); and
• preparing children’s readiness for schooling by providing them with adequate nutrition and stimuli

for their cognitive development.

How can VEC Monitor and support teachers?
Among various forms of community contributions, some are specifically aimed to support teachers.
For instance, communities can provide, or construct, housing for teachers who are from outside of the
community. In rural areas, lack of qualified teachers is critical, and preparing a safe environment and
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housing is necessary to attract teachers, particularly female teachers, who otherwise tend to stay in or
go to urban areas.
Teachers can benefit from communities’ active participation in their children’s schools. For example,
community members themselves can be a rich resource to support teachers’ practice in classrooms by
facilitating children’s learning. local villagers came to schools and helped students understand various
species indigenous to that village. Community members can help students understand concepts which
teachers teach in classrooms by having the students coming into community, interacting with
community members who are knowledgeable about village history and the certain issues faced by the
community. Respected community members can become knowledgeable lectures who can come to
the classrooms, and teach students issues faced by the community.

Also, community members can support teachers by contributing their skill to speak the local language
when the majority of students don’t understand the teacher’s language of instruction. Furthermore,
parents and community members can contribute to teachers’ teaching materials by providing them
with knowledge and materials that are locally sensitive and more familiar to children.
Community participation in education can also be a powerful incentive for teachers. Teachers’
absenteeism, and lack of punctuality to show up in classrooms on time are serious problems in many
places. Among many other reasons, lack of monitoring system is one of the critical factors
contributing to these problems. When teachers are monitored and supervised for their attendance and
performance by communities, they tend to be more aware of what they do. Feedback from parents and
the community about their teaching performance can be a strong tool to motivate teachers, if schools
are also collaborative.
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DOOR TO DOOR ENROLLMENT CAMPAIGN

UC Name Village Name 1 Village Name 2 Village Name 3
Lutfabad Basti Nizamabad Basti Faizabad Basti Islam Pra
Nawab Pur Basti Balouchan Basti Thiraja Basti Sialkoat
Binda Sandila Basti Binda Molana Basti Baqrabad Basti Patti Kalro
Qasim Bella Basti Hamrot Basti Camp Basti Muhammad

Pur Ghotta
Salah Mahay Basti Oliya Nawab Basti Aroka Basti Faqeer Wali

Organized By: Roshni Welfare Organization-Multan
In respective communities across the five targeted union councils, the same question is being asked
by local residential local activists and religious leaders: “What will it take to get your children in
school? In the result of baseline study in the five targeted union councils only twenty percent of
children attend school.
Roshni welfare organization established fifteen community schools in five targeted union councils
with the collaboration of SGAFP (small grant ambassador fund program) . In theses union council
children have no access to education and mostly indulge in child labor The campaign, dubbed “, Let’s
Go to School,” IEC material also distributed depends on a vast network of volunteers and VEC
members who go door-to-door to lobby parents on the value of education. Volunteers from respective
community are signing up and the program has received support from Roshni welfare Organization.
In Basti Islampura, where the campaign was launched, poverty and cultural traditions have
historically kept children particularly girls at home. Up to eighty percent of girls in this village are
estimated to be out of school. Through the efforts of the campaign, 600 children in which 300 boy and
300 girls have enrolled for the first time. In each village 40 children enrolled in community school.

Local efforts:
In Islampura village, a remote outpost near river Chenab, teams of VEC members distributed IEC

material in the community and asked to parents send their children in community schools which are
going to establish in their respective area. In accordance with the campaign, VEC members visit local
homes regularly in order to ensure that parents follow through on school registration
Vec members and schools teachers visit local homes to convince parents to send their children to
school. Like many religious leaders in Islampura, the imam promotes girls’ education during Friday
prayers. “It is a girl’s right to go to school,” he says. “A girl must be educated. Islam tells us this.”
Ongoing challenges:
Persistent poverty and insufficient resources continue to plague the educational system in Pakistan.
Schools are scarce and overcrowded; conditions in urban slums and rural areas are especially bad.
And for families that are struggling to afford food, even the most basic school supplies can be well out
of reach. At a community meeting in Islampura, women respond favorably to a campaign
coordinator’s speech on the importance of education. But murmurs arise when the volunteer, tells
them that it is their duty as parents to send their children to school. “We want education, but we don’t
have the money,” says one mother. “The school is far away – it takes too much time to get there, and
it’s not safe,” says another.
Despite these practical obstacles, the campaign has helped create a desire for change. According to
chairman of VEC of Islampura and another volunteer who visits local homes, there is a growing
consensus that education is an imperative for every child.
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“When we ask women how they want their children to live, they almost never say, ‘like me.’ And
when we ask the women what they want to be, they say, ‘Educated.’
Door to Door campaign will still be visible then – because it is this generation that will show how the
world can be.”

Pictorial View:
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TEACHERS TRAINING

Agenda:
Day Topic Activities Methodology Facilitator

Day 01
Sessions

Registration/Starting

Illiteracy

Education

Assessment

Recitation &
Introduction
Training Rules
Training Objective
Fears &
Expectations

Reasons of
Illiteracy in
Pakistan, Steps
reducing illiteracy
in Pakistan

Tea Break
Meaning &
definitions of
Education,
Objective of Edu,
Importance Edu,
Benefits of Edu,
characteristics of
Edu
Review of the day

Lunch Break

Brainstorming
Brainstorming/Group
Work
Brainstorming/Group
Work
Brainstorming

Presentation

Presentation
Presentation
Presentation/Group
Work
Brainstorming

Irum Fatima

Sumira Sattar

Day 01:
First Day teachers training opening ceremony was started with recitation of the Holy Quran after that
Zahid Zahoor CEO of the ROSHNI Organization introduced himself and project. He introduced
project and thanked to Arif Khan from councle for insane Behbood who helped to conduct that
workshop from the platform of ROSHNI Organization and told that the project launched from USAid
he briefed that the project is following the USAID methodology. During the introduction attendance
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sheet was completed. After that all participants introduced each other. Trainer divided all participants
in 3groups. Group 1 worked on Rules of 7days training which was followed by all the participants.
Group 2 worked on the topic ‘expectation’ of 7days training. Group 3 worked on topic ‘fears’ of
training, facilitator & project.

Rules and regulation for training Expectations from training Fears about training
After this activity participants displayed the group work charts and discussed with facilitator about
rules, fears and expectations. Both facilitators encouraged all participants to do their work attentively.
Once Again facilitator divided all participants in 2 groups and Group 1 has been given the task to
work on Reasons of illiteracy in Pakistan, Group 2 worked on the topic “How to reduce illiteracy”.
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Reasons of illiteracy in Pakistan How to reduce illiteracy During Group Work
Both groups presented their charts, after presentation facilitator discussed that there are many reasons
of low literacy rate in Pakistan such as poverty, over population, feudal system, low allocation of
budget, male domination in society and lack of school facilities in rural areas.
Education:
Trainers announced 5 topics for individuals and said all participants to write down their points on
following topics:
Definition of education. Objectives of education Importance of education, Benefits and

characteristics of education.

Review of the day:
Before the ending of training work shop all
were served with lunch of Qorma n Naan with
cold drinks facilitator asked to all the
participants about sessions of day one training.
All participants gave their views about different
activities. Trainer assigned daily report to
participants.

Day, 1 closed after lunch break
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Agenda:

Proceeding of Day 02:
After recitation of the Holy Quran, started with the review of previous training day. All participants
submitted their daily report to facilitator.
Day second of training session was started with group activity. Facilitator divided participants into 2
groups. Group 1 was assigned the topic of “Formal education” while group 2 was assigned topic of
“Non-formal education”.
Group 1 working on Non Formal school Group 2 working on formal schools
characteristics

Day Topic Activity Methodology Facilitator

Day 02
Sessions
13 Jan,2016

Start of Day

Non Formal Basic
Education

Community

Village Education
Committee
Mobilization

Assessment

Recitation
Review of the 1st day
Deference b/w Formal &
non formal education
Reason of low
enrollment & drop out of
students
Characteristics &
responsibilities of formal
and non formal teachers
What is community?
Characteristics of
community members.
Formation and
documentation of VECs
What is motivation?
Way people motivated?
Meaning &
characteristics of
mobilize?

Discussion

Presentation

Presentation

Presentation

Irum Fatima
Sumira Sattar
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After completion of group work both groups presented their charts and views.
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Trainer defined the formal and non formal education,
Formal education: Formal education gets from an institution which is administratively, physically
and curricular organized and institution by government or private sector.
Non Formal Education: Non Formal Education ,a system of education that supported by the social
sector and the community.
Reasons of students drop out:
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Characteristics & responsibilities of formal and non formal teachers:
 A good mobilizer
 Well aware about importance of education
 Punctual/ hard working
 Active
 Well dressed (Clean Dress)
 Participated in experimental activities
 Well recorded/ result maintainer

After that facilitator put some questions towards participants,
What is community and characteristics of committee members? During discussion facilitator
define “Group of people living together at same place and depend on each other for things is
called community” And also defined the characteristics of committee members that they
“Should be noble, wise and authoritative persons”.

Activity on charts done by participants

 Committee member should be responsible
 Well reputed
 Should be noble
 Authoritative person
 Cooperative

Role and Responsibilities of Village Education Committee (VEC):
 Control drop out ratio
 Solve school issues
 Participation in all community based activities
 Mobilization
 Insure the participation of parents
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 Check and balance of school record
 Increase enrollment

During brainstorming trainer define “to motivate peoples towards a specific objective is called
motivation”
Teacher’s motivation is main object of training, so teachers learnt how to motivate child for
school.

Social mobilization is the primary step of community development for recovery from conflicts and
disasters. It allows people to think and understand their situation and to organize and initiate action for
their recovery with their own initiative and creativity.
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Agenda Day 03:
Day and Date Topic Activities Methodology Facilitator

Day 03

Sessions
14 Jan, 2016

Start of the day

Classroom
management
Authoritative
personality

Principles

Teaching
Methodology

Principles of
Teaching
methodology

Educational
record

Assessment

Recitation
Review of the day
Student’s sitting
arrangements.
Impact of authoritative
personality on
students

Principles of rules and
regulation
Importance and types
of teaching
methodology
Teaching
methodology of
science & math
Basic rules.
Qualities of good
teachers

Procedure and
importance of
educational record.

Lunch Break

Discussion

Discussion

Brainstorming

Presentation

Sumira Sattar
Irum Fatima

Proceeding of day03:
Day third started with the recitation of Holy Quran and review of the previous day. During this all
participants were very actively participated because their confidence level was increased. Facilitator
started the session from the topic” classroom management”. some tips or suggestions were given as,
Sitting arrangements in class room is very important so
 Be sure students can be seen easily by the teacher.
 Keep frequently used teaching material and students supplies readily associable, this avoids

slow down during lessons.
 Be sure that all students can see whole class presentation including white board and any

instructional material used.
Sitting Arrangements
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During discussion with participants facilitator and participants shared their childhood teacher’s
behavior with each other and pointed out some important qualities of a teacher and impact of teacher’s
personality/qualities on student’s life.

Rules and regulation:
 Discipline is an integral part of the learning process. Insure the
 Student’s attendance
 Student’s uniform
 Discipline
 Parental Co-operation

After tea break facilitator started session teaching Methodology, Importance and types of teaching
methodology. After brainstorming participants are divided into 2 groups
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After group activity all groups presented their group work and during discussion they knew about the
different types of teaching methods.
1-Lecture method 2- Brain storming 3- Presentation method 4- Use of AV Aids
Educational Record:
An education record is just about any information directly related to students and maintain by the
teacher of a non formal school.

 Students Bio data
 Result reports
 Admission Register
 Exams schedules
 Previous educational record
 Student’s test
 Family information
 Attendance register

Review of the day:
All participants equally participated in review of the day and shared their best practices during group
work.
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Agenda:
Date Topic Activities Methodology Facilitator

Session
Day 04
15 Jan,2016

Start of the day

Lesson Planning

Daily diary
White board
Field visit report

………….

Physiology

Assessment

Recitation
Review of the previous
day

Objectives, Benefits,
Qualities of lesson
planning, Proceeding of
Lesson planning, sample
of lesson planning.
Tea Break
Sample of daily diary
Use of white board
Problems of field visit
report

What is psychology?
Difference b/w gender and
sex?

Discussion

Presentation

Presentation

Irum Fatima/
Sumira
Sattar

Proceeding of Day 04:
Day 4 training started with recitation of the Holy Quran and review of previous day. Participants
confidence increased day by day because practice of group work and presentations. Facilitator started
session from benefits of lesson planning. All participants divided in 3 groups. Group 1 worked on
Urdu subject lesson. Group 2 made a lesson plan of English subject. Group 3 made a lesson plan of
subject math.
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After completing group work all groups presented their work and during presentation facilitator
cleared them about all main points of lesson planning.
Daily Diary:
This diary format is shared with teacher for daily diary

Use of White board
Use of white board during teaching is necessary. A teacher cannot present lesson towards students
without using board teacher can draw shapes and write about lesson.

Field visit report:
On fourth day of training a field visit was planned, teachers visited some non-formal school. They

observed that people are not cooperative in education process, Lack of facilities, Poverty, Bad
infrastructure, Social evils, over population and many others. Wrote all these problems in field visit
report and discussed in VEC and staff meeting and pointed out some solutions of problems.
Teacher’s tips for creating yearly and monthly plans:
Started with creating a blank table for your template. List the months in first row from January to
December and list down the subject in different parts and write month wise columns. Month of June
for preparation of papers and exams. Oct to December is also for preparation and exams.
What is psychology?
Psychology is the scientific study of how people behave, think and feel. Psychologist studies
everything about the human experience from the basic workings of the human brain to consciousness,
memory, reasoning and language to personality and mental health. So it should be must for a teacher
to understand student’s psychology.
What is the deference between gender and sex?
During brainstorming facilitator briefly defined the deference between sex and gender.
Sex: Sex refers to biological deference, chromosomes, hormonal profiles, internal and external sex
organs.
Gender: Gender describes the characteristics is that a society or culture delineates as masculine or
feminine.

Agenda Day 05:
Date Topic Activity Methodology Facilitator
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Sessions day 05
16 Jan,2016

Start

Learning

Health and Hygiene

Physical Education

Individual
deference

Recitation
Review of the day

Types of learning,
What is learning?
Health and hygiene
problems of
children’s

Importance and
objective

Exposure Visit

Discussion

Brainstorming

Brainstorming

Irum Fatima
Sumira Sattar

Proceeding of Day 5:
Day started with recitation of the Holy Quran and review of the previous day. All participants were so
happy because today they are going to exposure visit.
Facilitator started brainstorming of participants on topic learning. After detail discussion facilitator
defined that we use the term learning all the time in everyday life. Learning is a step by step process
in which an individual experiences, permanent, lasting change in knowledge behaviors or ways of
processing the world.

Types of learning:
There are 7 types of learning

Health and hygienic problems of student’s
Teacher should know how to maintain cleanliness how students adopt cleanliness,
 Students have dirty nails
 Teeth problems among students
 Stomach ache among students
 Skin problems, Rashes, pimples

Basic purpose of this activity is wanted to create awareness among students.
Physical Education:
Physical education is very important for growing child especially for students.
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Exposure Visit:

Agenda:
Day Topic Activity Methodology Facilitator

Sessions Day
06
17 Jan,2016

Start

Multi grad

Recitation /review

Multi grad teaching

Discussion Irum Fatima
Sumaira Sattar
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teaching
AV Aids

Language
Skills

Examination
system and
Exams

Continues test

Teaching of
math

Importance of AV Aids

Listing, talking, reading
and writing

Introduction, Important
points

Objective of test system

Basic concept of math
Objective of teaching
math in primary level

Brainstorming

Proceeding of day 06:
On the 6 day of training multi grade teaching was discussed
Multi grad teaching involves the teaching of children from two or more levels in class room. For
children to learn effectively in multi grade environments, teachers need to be well-trained, well-
resourced and hold positive attitudes to multi grade teaching.

Use of AV Aids:
The Uses of Audio-Visual Aids in Teaching
Audio-visual aids in the classroom can enhance teaching methods and improve student
comprehension. Today's technology offers many choices to the informed educator who wishes to
capitalize on a new generation's appetite for multimedia presentations. Lesson plans that incorporate
the use of audio-visual aids should be consistent with curriculum objectives and not segued
improperly.

Auditory Learners and Aids
Auditory learners focus more on the spoken word rather than the written one. Taped recordings of
lectures or movies are helpful to auditory learners because they pick up on speech nuances such as
tone and pitch. Computers with speech-recognition devices will also help auditory learners to process
and retain information better than just reading from a textbook. Students with hearing disabilities will
also benefit from teachers who use microphones while lecturing.
Visual Learners and Aids
Visual learners understand meaning through graphic portrayals such as charts, illustrations and

diagrams. Teachers that take the time to compose or find visual supplements to accompany their
lectures help to greatly augment learning potential. The old adage that "a picture is worth a thousand
words" still rings true, especially in today's image-submerged society.
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Language Skill:
 Listening Skills
 Speaking Skills
 Reading Skills
 Writing Skills

Listening Skill:
Listening is the most important skill because it takes most of the time in our language. The basic
purpose of the use of language is communication. When we speak the listener hear the smooth. The
basic requirements for the listening are comprehension is to be able to recognize and discriminate
between the sounds of the speaking material.
Speaking Skill:
After the listening speaking or the oral skill is mostly used in interpersonal communication. The
modern view is that language teaching should begin with oral presentation.
Reading Skill:
Reading is the main source of the human knowledge. It is defined as a process by which is written. It
does not mean reading aloud without understanding. Reading is a struggle for understanding and the
teacher should develop in his student’s ability to success in this struggle.
Writing Skill:
Hand writing refers to converting the knowledge in the mind by hand and pen in to something legible.
After this session facilitator started next topic through brainstorming and collect a definition of
Exam/Evaluation “Evaluation is the systematic process of collecting, analyzing and interpreting
information to determine the extent to which pupils are achieving instructional objectives”. The pupils
become aware with the status of knowledge and skills when they are evaluated. By knowing their
status or performance, they are motivated to work more and to complete the fellows.
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Agenda:
Day Topic Activity Methodology Facilitator

Session
Day 07
18 Jan,2016

Start of the day

Identification of
Local Resources
Assessment

Papers

Certificate

Recitation
Review of the day
Types of local
resources
Objective of
assessment.
Assessment of class
room, Teacher and
lesson.
Identification of
schools issues
Importance of papers.

Certificate distribution
among non formal
teacher’s.

Discussion

Discussion

Presentation

Irum Fatima
Sumaira Sattar

Proceeding of Day 07:
After the recitation facilitator got feedback and review of previous days training from all participants.
All participants were happy and confident about 7 day training. From first day to last day we learn a
lot from both facilitators and training activities.
Purpose of examination system is accountability of the achievement and papers are very important

part of any examination. After some discussion facilitator divided all participants in group and gave
them assignment of paper making.
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After group work all groups present their papers and facilitators clear them.
Certificate Distribution:

After 7 days teacher training the certificate distribution

Seven days observation
Training were observed fully for seven days

 Training manual was given to trainers although they were very expert in their work. They
followed manual motivated teachers by different activities. They used all teaching AV aids
to improve teachers skill even trainers made easy for teacher to participate in all activities.

 All arrangements to make possible that workshop were from ROSHNI Organization they
conducted training workshop for teachers training.

 All the documentation was completed the last day was very enjoyable for all.
 Teachers were encouraged by the chief guests when they received certificates.

Recommendation / suggestions
 Almost fifteen teachers and two trainers are trained for non-formal schools through the

platform of ROSHNI Welfare Organization. It was suggested by trainers that all teachers
should play good role in their communities because teachers are the role model for our
children.

 It is teachers duty to use all methods to teach students and make them good citizens who play
a healthy role in our society

 ROSHNI Organization is helping them in all possible ways.
 The training timing must be according to weather then teachers did not face difficulty to

reach.
 Workshop will be more effective if more activities will be included.

Conclusion
Seven days workshop will be very useful for teachers. They learnt multi grade teaching, they got
many ideas, skills and methods of teaching. The environment they created was so good and healthy
for all. Teachers are fully prepared for teaching multi grade and non-formal school. After attending
seven days workshop they are skilled and able to make lesson plan and good educational
environment. All arrangements to conduct this workshop were very good and satisfactory. It filled all
requirements of training workshop. On the last day closing ceremony was arranged Nasreen Jafery
DO Social welfare,Jabeen Niazi chairperson,board members Lubna Akhter,Rukhsana Shaikh
distributed certificates among all teachers to encourage them. It was very effective that the best
teacher was awarded by her fully participation in workshop.
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Shield for facilitators teacher Active participation in all activities shield
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VEC Training
Training Schedule

UC Name Training Date

19-21 Jan,2016 Nawabpur

25-27 Jan,2016 Lutfabad

28-30 Jan,2016 Salah Mahay

11-13 Feb,2016 Qasim Bela

17-19 Feb,2016 Binda Sandhila

Objectives of the Training:

 To develop an understanding and importance of village education committees.
 To provide information on the activities organized by VECs for community mobilization

(enrolment drives) and control the drop out ratio and to assess the impact of such
activities.

 To provide information on VEC’s involvement in school activities and management of
the affairs of the school, and whether and how they oversee the academic programs,
teacher attendance, etc. in schools.

 To find out if any monitoring mechanism for VECs is in place and how the work and
accountability of VECs is assessed.

 To suggest measures for more effective functioning of VECs
 How to establish committees.
 Capacity building of village education committee.
 To enhance the mobilization skills of committee members.
 To know about the roles and responsibilities of village education committees.
 To maintain the record of meeting.
 How committee can work for the betterment of their respective area.
 How to run the campaign for increase the enrollment of children in the community

schools.
 How committee can monitor the school activities.
 How committee can play role for the sustainability of schools.

:
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Training methods applied

In the training course different training methods were adopted to ensure effective and Quality
learning.

The different methods included as:

 Lecture
 Demonstration
 Group Work
 Pair practice
 Debate
 Presentation
 Story Telling
 Role Play
 Individual Exercise
 Discussion and Debriefing
 Brainstorming and discussion

Day one
Registration of participants
Recitation from the Holy Quran
Welcome Speech and Objectives of the training
Norms Setting
Introduction of the facilitators and participants
Brain storming.
(Expectation & fears of the participants)
Trainer’s expectations
What is Village Education Committee?
Role and Responsibilities of VEC (village education committee)
Format of Monthly Meeting
How to Maintain Monthly Meeting Register
How to write Meeting Register
Motivation of community
Social Mobilization

Second Day
Topic School Management
What is School-based Management?
Strategies for Implementing School-based Management
School Record
School Monitoring
Child Friendly School
School Enrichment Plan:

Third Day:
Group work and presentations of Day 3
Physical Punishment:
Child Labor
Group working How of stop of child labor
Closing address
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Certificate distribution ceremony
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Walk For Enrollment

UC Name Village Name 1 Village Name 2 Village Name 3
Lutfabad Basti Nizamabad Basti Faizabad Basti Islam Pra
Nawab Pur Basti Balouchan Basti Thiraja Basti Sialkoat
Binda Sandila Basti Binda Molana Basti Baqrabad Basti Patti Kalro
Qasim Bella Basti Hamrot Basti Camp Basti Muhammad

Pur Ghotta
Salah Mahay Basti Oliya Nawab Basti Aroka Basti Faqeer Wali

Objectives:
The objectives of the walk is to create awareness in the people about increase the
enrollment in newly established community schools in their village and to
participate the community members for the improvement of coordination and
information sharing. The Walk for increase the enrollment Campaign’s mission is to
educate the community about importance of education for their children.

 protect the values of community schools.
 involve local people in improving the community schools.
 publicise Roshni Community Schools.
 Promote the value of education.
 provide a forum for the discussion of issues affecting in education.
 The Walks and act as a channel through which views of students parents local

community can be communicated.

Methodology:

 Play cards
 Banners

Participants:

Almost 1200 community folks participated in 15 organized walks.

Commencing of walks :

Recitation;- By Community members
Location:- 15 targeted villages
Organized by :- Roshni Welfare Organization.

Proceeding:
Education Promoters welcomed and thanked to the participants of the walk for their
enthusiastic participation in the enrollment. The walk was led by Village Education
Committee (VEC) Members and Executive Director of the Roshni Welfare Organization.
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Community Members and children carrying banners inscribed with message to enroll their
children community schools which were established in their respective villages. Community
Members and children carrying banners inscribed with message importance of education. All
walks started from the main point of the respective villages and end near on Roshni
Community Schools. Students of different classes presented national songs. Walk organized
for increase enrollment in Roshni community schools as well as to motivate the people to
enroll their children in these schools.
Speeches:
Mr.Zahid Zahoor (Executive Director)
Mr.Zahid Zahoor Executive Director of Roshni Welfare Organization thanked to the
participants and said that education is the compulsory component of our life. Without
education, men would be nothing but animals. He quoted from the Hadith of the Holy
Prophet Hazrat Mohammad (PBUH). The best one of you is that who learned Quran and
teach it to others”. Then he said that educating a child is the vital responsibility of parents.
Those parents who did not educate their children have not fulfilled their duties as ideal
parents. He said that Education and learning is one of the most important processes in today’s
society. It would only be possible through the help and efforts of all segments of the society
our mission is to provide schools, school supplies and maximum education to the students. So
that it is the sole aim and mission to educated their children.

Haseeb Iqbal (Project Coordinator)
Mr.Haseeb Iqbal project coordinator addressed to the participants that we have come here for
the encouragement of local community members, activists, and parents that enroll their
children in newly established Roshni Community Schools in their respective villages. So
every should participate in enrollment campaigns, in this connection you will get the support
of all staff members of Roshni Welfare Organization. The purpose of this activity is to aware
the lay man about education A joint effort is needed to enroll the children in school.

VEC presidents
We are happy to be part of the walk for education .we are with you for the cooperation and
assistance for enrollment in Roshni community schools. We enjoyed our time. We thank
Roshni Welfare Organization and USAID- SGAFP for organizing this event and give the
awareness about importance of education.

Important Points:
 To aware the people about importance of education.
 Active participation of every one for enrollment campaigns.
 To enroll their children in Roshni Community Schools.

Decisions:
 Community people will take part in enrollment campaigns actively.
 Community people will visit door to door for enrollment.
 Community people will also enroll their daughters in schools.
 Community people will also supervise the school and meeting with teacher regularly

to know the educational status of their children.
 Community people will be responsible to look after community schools.
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Pictorial View
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THEATER PERFORMANCE

The main objectives of the activities were to:
 Create awareness amongst the children and different stake holders about the importance

of education.
 Introduce Roshni community schools among community folks.
 Explore all the possible means of communication on enrollment in Roshni community

schools.
 Motivate community members that enroll their children in Roshni community schools.
 Motivate community members that enroll their daughters for empowerment and need to

provide them an environment where they can express themselves freely.
 Inform the general public regarding importance of education.
 Enrollment issue specially girls enrollment in schools.
 Raise consciousness of the community.
 Unite them to voice for child education and to act as the basic right providers.

Motivate them to take actions at all levels against violations of child rights
specially education.

Contents/Procedures
1. Rationale:

Community participation is perhaps a concept that is the most misunderstood and a right that
is the most difficult to ensure. The reasons for this are many, and are strongly rooted in the
traditional view of children in almost all societies. Childhood was not recognized as a distinct
phase of life before the seventeenth century. Childhood was regarded as a period to pass
through as quickly as possible. Parents in particular and adults in general, believed that since
children are immature, that they were their ―property" that they had to look out for them. 
Meaning that, it was the adults who had the power and duty to make all the decisions,
because it was in best interests of the children.

This belief and tradition has made it very difficult for education advocates to convince the
society that it is actually in the best interest of the society when children are included. When
children are allowed to take an active part in their social lives, including taking part in
decisions that affect them, not only the child benefits, but it is the society that benefits in the
long run. The ultimate goal of a democratic society is to have as many well-informed citizens
as possible. In all societies, children are considered as the leaders of the future. However here
is where the problem exists. The hidden assumption is that when children eventually become
adults, then they can become leaders. How far have we come from the traditional view of the
child as being incompetent and immature? If children are not allowed to actively participate
in all aspects of their lives, it cannot be guaranteed that once they pass their 18th birthday,
they will all of a sudden become ‗competent and mature" 

The concept of community participation still not well familiar with most of common people
and even number of officials responsible for provision of education in Pakistan. As far as
Districts Multan concerned, the concept of education for children is considered alien and
suspected. Although many NGOs are working on education since long but a desirable impact
has not been evident particularly in the area of education. One of the main reasons for this is
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due to lack of awareness amongst the Children, Parents and community Members regarding
education . In order to create effective and wide scale awareness on children education as a
tool to empower children, a multi facet planning and execution direly needed. Keeping the
steering of campaign for education USAID-SGAFP decided to engage Leading NGOs (as

implementing partners) working in for promotion and propagation of education at
different levels. Within the same quest, services of Roshni Welfare Organization had
been hired to implement and execute the project named “Provision of access to
education through community schools ” flood five hit Union councils of District
Multan.In pursuance of awareness raising on education along with other effective,
focused & wide scale strategy, awareness raising through street theater performances
had been considered an effective tool and 15 theater performances (1 for each
village/Basti ) planned in targeted Union councils of district Multan. As the
implementing partner (executor / implementer)Roshni Welfare Organization has
devised a quick response strategy for rapid and smooth execution of the planned
activity to attain the projected outputs and outcomes.
With above mentioned objective, Roshni Welfare Organization after a careful
procedure, shortlisted some professional theater groups, of which SOJHLA for social
change Theater, Multan was awarded the contract as per the allocation of mutually
agreed and signed between SOJHLA for social change Theater and Roshni Welfare
Organization

In order to have a good script in hand, draft script was prepared by Mr. Zaffar
Shaheen (Writer Theater) in consultation with the Roshni Welfare Organization team,
crafted the basic plot of the theater performance that was reviewed and finalized after
a trial full dress performance and extensive inputs by Roshni Welfare Organization
Team.

2. Why involve the Community
Communication has been neglected for too long in development projects and still is. Even
when development organizations and staff realize today that beneficiaries have to be involved,
they have to understand that without communication there can be no long-term dialogue with
communities and the fact that development projects are mostly in the hands of economists and
technicians impedes the understanding of social and cultural issues that are key to a
communication strategy.

Roshni Welfare Organization had informed by this understanding and has learned from the
findings of field experiences and learning in communicating with communities. Roshni
Welfare Organization came with the following conclusions that while mass education
campaigns aimed at changing individual behaviors play an essential role in education , they
are highly unlikely to be successful or sustainable unless they are accompanied by deep
rooted social changes. These will only result from internally driven change processes,
including informed and inclusive public debate, which take into account the following
factors:
 Sustainability of social change is more likely if the individuals and communities most

affected own the process and content of communication. Communication for social
change should be empowering, horizontal (versus top down), gives a voice to the
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previously unheard members of the community, and is biased towards local content and
ownership.

 Communities should be the agents of their own change.
 Emphasis should shift from persuasion and the transmission of information from outside

technical experts to dialogue, debate and negotiation on issues that resonate with
members of the community.
 Emphasis on outcomes should go beyond individual behavior to social norms,

policies, culture and the supporting environment.
 The greatest weapon that humanity has remains humanity‘s most unique

characteristic-communication.
An overwhelming conclusion is that the extent to which people talk to each other within
communities and between communities, are critical success factors.
Roshni Welfare Organization through extensive consultations with theater performers before
they develop Script of the play as experts in their own areas and as such input advisors.
Through facilitation of discussions that allows communities to discuss and provide solutions
for their own children‘s education. In our strategy, community groups are involved at all
levels including the area they are interested in.

3. Community based theatre in Locale
District Multan are abound with examples of forms of social activities i.e. singing concerts on
marriages, birthdays, festivals and even dance performances popularly called ―Mujraaǁ but 
not true sense of drama ` existed in child and adult plays, the oral narrative and ritual. In these
popular social activities, if local children and youth groups could find role-play, plot,
suspense, music, song and dance, and costume and audience participation, they can present
their social issues, problems, concerns, forms of exploitations and this way they can present
and highlight their problems in most effective way. Indigenous performing traditions are
infused with love songs, love stories, emotional poetry, sexually inflaming gestures, bad
proverbs, vulgar performances where children have nothing and youth is being misdirected.
Very rare are the serious and productive performers who employ the expressive modes of the
ordinary townsfolk. The emphasis is always on oral performance, which are also blended
characteristically includes folkways, stories, song and dance and usually crafted in line with
public‘s level of maturity. The classified community-based theatre (as popular theatre) has
been defined as: A theatre speaking to the common man in his language and idiom and
dealing with problems of direct relevance to his situation.
The oral nature of local community-based performances are contrasts with the so called
mainstream literal drama which does not tends towards more personal handling of material.
Because of that inclination towards personal performances instead of a crafted theater
performance depicting any social issue could not clutch it roots.

4. Strategy Evolution
Depending on the requirements of the project and community audiences, hired the services
of professional performers from a renowned theater group (SUJHLA for social change
Lahore) already has number of issue based performances for national and international
organizations and also employ various theatre strategies, which are very interactive. Through
experience, performing the play that the team produce the agenda and get the youth talking.
Through experience in working with people, facilitation, awareness raising on education and
issues regarding education, the emphasis is placed on dialogue and debate. Depending on
discussions and the requirements of different target audiences, RWO in collaboration with the
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Theater Group evolve and adopt different strategies for theatre such as improvisation, hot
spotting, storytelling, snapshots, forum theatre, role-play, mime and gestures alternative
endings and questioning with audience technique.
The advantage of the SUJHLA theater team is their experience in theatre, their training
understanding regarding education issues and their familiarity with the local language.
Messages were historically, religiously, locally and ethically tailored to suit the audience.
This formed the perfect basis for intimate, effective and long-lasting impact to the audience.

5.Awareness Raising through Theater Performance
It has become clear that to reach out to children and youth in specific and elderly audience in
general, new methods are required which go beyond providing information to strategies that
enhance dialogue, debate and negotiation. Through Theatre performance, Roshni Welfare
Organization have learned that getting youth involved in communicating on education and
Protection issues among themselves, the campaigns can reap high levels of outcomes.
The program raises key issues in relation to education, need to considering children a
complete human being, eroding wrong myths and norms towards children education.

6. Pre-Performance Observation, Discussion and Strategy
Finalization:
Trained theatre groups in the production of play will deal with audience curiosity and
excitement. Different theatre strategies were finalized to be employed depending on the needs
of the participants. The main focus was on how theatre group shall communicate quality
information and what they need to use discourse which is sensitive to people living with old
customs, rigid commandments, least flexible local clerics and encompassment of their
acceptability regarding the dialogues improvised. This strategy adopted to melt deep rooted
behaviors and thus reduces discrimination on the basis of gender, economic status, religious
divide, tribal grades, professions, features, education and sectarian hatred.
The approach was participatory and includes a repertoire of Theatre for Development
strategies such as improvisation, hot spotting, storytelling, snapshots, forum theatre, role-
play, mime, gestures and alternative endings and quiz etc.

7. Audience:
Primary Audience: Community Member
Secondary Audience: Mid-to-Late Adolescence (13-16+)
General Audience: Early Adolescence (6-13 years)

8. Concise Target groups:
Villagers (community people), local elite and opinion leaders, teachers, religious
leaders. Youths, folks, and other stake holders etc. (all age group).

9. Outputs:
Knowledge and awareness level of the 2000 audience increased.
Community awareness regarding education increased and motivated
people towards a united voice for children education.
Participation of the children and youth enhanced in addressing their problem.

10. Outcomes:
Created awareness on Child Protection Issues.
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Explored alternative methods of communication for wider dissemination of Children
issues.
General public/children are educated on the Child Rights
Enrollment increased in Roshni Community Schools.

11. Areas of performances:

UC Name Village Name Village Name Village Name
Lutfabad Basti Nizamabad Basti Faizabad Basti Islam Pra
Nawab Pur Basti Balouchan Basti Thiraja Basti Sialkoat
Binda Sandila Basti Binda Molana Basti Baqrabad Basti Patti Kalro
Qasim Bella Basti Hamrot Basti Camp Basti Muhammad

Pur Ghotta
Salah Mahay Basti Oliya Nawab Basti Aroka Basti Faqeer Wali

12.Places of performances:
Crowded area - grounds, havailies / deraa, schools, VEC chairman’s houses etc.

13.Performance presentation form
Open air performance at broad day light.
Open air performance at evenings.

14.Performance elements:
For open air: costume, music (folk), needs based set, stage properties, make-up (if
local customs permitted), etc.
For schools and derras of community folks: modern light, costume, music (folk
and modern), small set (portable), stage properties, make-up.

15.Performance Technique:
Verbal theatre.
Non-verbal theatre (mime, pantomime, music (local folk music,) body language and
movements).

16. Duration of performance:
15 o 20 minutes.

17. Number of performers:
Depending upon the script (at least 7to 8 performers)

18. Gender:
Keeping in view the geographical outreach and cultural restrictions / religious environment,
gender ratio was 60% - 40%, male – female respectively.

19.Theatre Intervention Impact
 Through theatre, the community people have become whole again. They regain their self

identity, their confidence, and their sense of belonging. All participants in
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15

The theatre group have learnt the importance of education and relying on others, and
being relied upon. This has served to give them a sense of team spirit, and encourage
them towards a positive, effective and organized participation.

 The experience and feelings of being listened has undoubtedly given local community a
sense of collective and individual achievement, and the experience of self worth and
personal ability. The children have lead by example to other regarding education and they
feel themselves important and active element of social crafting. As well as the personal
benefit to the participants, the following has also been achieved.

 Children observed and been inspired with challenging, innovative, high-quality arts

education opportunities.

 Young artists of Sujhla for Social change Theater Group developed and motivated
through performances as means encouraging parents to enroll their children in Roshni
community Schools.

 Awareness raised on education and community participation, and Consideration of
children active role in social.

 15 shows performed for diverse audience. In fifteen theater performances, the count of
audience reached around 4300 locals.
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Media Briefing

1. Purpose of Activity:
Media Briefing was conduct for promote educations and explain their achievement.

2. Proceedings of Activity:
Roshni Welfare Organization has arranged the visit of media person electronic as well as print
media representatives. Media person visited and conduct interviews of beneficiaries, students,
teachers, VEC members and Executive Director.
Electronic media on air this news in their different programmes. In print media all news papers
stress on sustainability and promote the main issue to adopt these school by PEF.

3. Achievements:
 This activity is very much effective and influential for other organizations.
 MD. PEF personal take the issue of sustainability.
 This project will prove guiding star for other educational projects.


4. Recommendations/feedback of participants
Many phone calls received in response of this activity. Community appreciated this project snad pray
for its success.

Name of Activity: Media Briefing

Date : 30th March 2017.

Location of Activity Target Union Councils.

Approximately
number of Viewers.

Men Women Total
6000000 people are watching and reading papers.
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CLOSING CEREMONY

Background of the Launching Ceremony:

Roshni Welfare Organization is a implementation partner of USAID-SGAFP. RWO signed
an agreement with USAID-SGAFP for the project “Provision of Access to Education
Through Community Schools in 5 Union councils of Bosan Town Multan”. Prior to starting
of project activities a project launching ceremony was arranged. Religious leaders,
community folks, Local NGOs, government departments and other honorable guests from
different departments participated in this ceremony.

Objectives

 To Share the achievements of the project.
 To demonstrate the Project beneficiaries.
 To Share experience with stake holders.
 To discuss sustainability process with stake holders.
 Formally thanks of all participants /stake holders.

Participant’s analysis

Total number of Participants = 52

Position / Profession wise division

District Government 06

Social Sector 08

Journalists 03

Project Staff 12

Community Folks 20

Board of Directors 07
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Proceedings

The proceeding starts with the recitation of the Holy Quran and Naat.

Mr.Qaswer , Education promoters Roshni Welfare Organization (RWO) gave brief
introduction of the work done by the organization in this project. Approximately 16 month
before it was huge target before us. But now it seems it was very easy for us. He said our
focused attention support us in achieving our targets. The selection of targeted union council
was remarkable and need base. Now we have strong footings in these union councils. It will
support in increasing literacy rate.

After that Mr. Zahid Zahoor, Executive Director, described all project activities,
achievements, successes. He thanked God and their colloquies, SGAFP representatives and
especially community representatives. We were unable to achieved these target without their
support. He said that the establishment of 15 Non formal schools in 5 targeted Union
Councils was a revolutionary step in the progress of the Education sector in District Multan,
he also said without improving educational conditions of neglected communities our country
cannot be flourished. He described the following achievement

1. 15 schools established.
2. Total enrollment is 1017 instead of 600.
3. 150 community person trained.
4. 24 teachers trained.
5. Community of 5 union council sensitized.
6. Literacy rate of 5 UCs increased up to 25%.

Suggestions and lesson learned.
1. Duration of such projects should be minimum 30 months.
2. Level of schools should be elementary.
3. Co-curricular activities should be include in projects.
4. Presence of Education expert is remarkable in enhancing capacity of

teachers/mentors.

Ms. Amna Hashmi guest also appreciated the achievement of Roshni Welfare Organization
and praised its team. She said it is good opportunity for the local community. Now it is their
duty to sustain these schools forever.

Results

 The project beneficiaries promised to participate in sustainability process and
continue their support.

 District Government and general Public as their participation will be helpful to take
full benefits of the Project.
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Observations

 After implementation of such project adjacent communities also aware end

become willing to start such type of schools.

 Teachers are very much talented and after training, they become trained and

energetic, they are willing to tech poor students with full zeal and zest.

 Need base site and areas are more supportive than others.

 Some parents and community members are greedy and they want to earn from

projects. They have misconception, there are lot of amount for community and no

one will asks about budget.

 Potential and active community members are taking part in these activities

especially in education project being a Muslim and they think it is their religious

duty to support education.

 Education experts are effective and compulsory for such type of schools.

Recommendations /Suggestions

1. A model Community School should be established in very close consultations with

the community. It may be necessary to rehabilitate an already existing school into a

model community school. This will ensure that the Model Community School is an

initiative of the community rather than it being imposed from outside.

2. The Bursary Fund for children who are unable to pay for their education be

introduced and be administered within communities where children reside and by

community leaders including teachers. This should be done in line with Roshni

Welfare Organization.

3. Advocacy and sensitization workshops should be conducted in the community to

emphasize the importance of education through the Programme for the Advancement

of Education.
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4. Parent Community Committees should be strengthened by capacity building

workshops. Community schools should utilize the services of retired people who are

residents of their community provided they undergo an orientation training on the use

of Syllabus.

5. Teachers in Community schools should be trained in multi-grade teaching

Methodologies.

6. It is recommended to build capacities within communities so that they generate funds

for community schools and pay teachers.

7. The Baseline Survey and Needs Assessment results indicate that there is a need for

the establishment of a Model Community School as the community stands ready to

participate in such an activity. It is strongly recommended that the model Community

school be established especially between neglected areas.

8. Venue should be select in community.

9. Friday should not be included in such activities. Due to Nimaz-e-jummah session

closed before time.

10. Social mobilization meeting should be continue as briefed in training.

11. Communities are aware with regard to the importance of Education.

12. Should be continue meetings with VEC Members.

13. VEC members should be participated in enrollment activities.

14. Duration of such projects should be minimum 30 months.

15. Level of schools should be elementary.

16. Co-curricular activities should be include in projects.

17. Presence of Education expert is remarkable in enhancing capacity of teachers/mentors


